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Relevant Experience
Senior Full Stack Developer @ Newton Vision Corp
Mar 2022 — Present // Bogotá, CO

- Write modern, performant, and robust code for a diverse array of client
and internal projects.

- Communicate and collaborate with multi-disciplinary teams of engineers,
designers, producers, clients, and stakeholders on a daily basis.

Senior Full Stack Developer @ OnWatch Us
Mar 2021 — Mar 2022 // Texas, US

- Developed and shipped a highly interactive web application using Flutter.
- Responsible for leading the team into creating an amazing cross-platform

app to help our clients coordinate and communicate in a port ecosystem.
- Organize and interact with the clients solving issues, planning and

estimating new features to add into the project.
- Helped solidify a brand direction to span across print, packaging, and web.

Senior Full Stack Developer @ Newton Vision Corp
Nov 2020 — Mar 2021 // Bogotá, CO

- Led entire project using React and AWS to create a delightful user
experience for the client to easily keep track of their online accounting.

- Designed and implemented a legacy support to the client’s old online
accounting infrastructure using Quickbooks allowing them to keep using
their old records.

- Interfaced with clients on a weekly basis, providing technological
expertise and knowledge.

Quality Analyst Developer @ Newton Vision Corp
May 2020 — Nov 2020 // Bogotá, CO

- Implement a full testing suit using Cypress.js for an Angular app to ensure
new and current features work as expected.

- Review and handle merge requests giving feedback when needed to
developers following the style guides for the project.

- Worked closely with designers andmanagement team to develop,
document, andmanage the conference’s marketing website using Jekyll,
Sass, and JavaScript and Angular.

Junior Front End Developer @ ReyWriter
Jan 2020 — May 2020 // Bogotá, CO

- Create from scratch a full solution for my client requesting a blog to post
his stories to show to his followers.

- Implemented in Nextjs using styled components and apollo to create an
amazing user experience for him and his followers.

Skills

Programming Languages
JavaScript (ES6), TypeScript, HTML,
CSS/Sass, GraphQL, Dart, Swift, Kotlin, C#, Rust.

Libraries & Frameworks
React, Next js, Node.js, Angular +2, Redux,
Recoil.js, Flutter, .NET, Material UI, Storybook,
Styled Components, Vite, Prisma, Jest, Unit
Testing, Cypress.

Tools & Platform
Git, Gulp, Webpack, Contentful, Docker, Firebase,
Vercel, Jira.

Design
Figma, Sketch, 508 Accessibility, Atomic Design.

Education

Platzi
2020 // Bogotá, CO
Angular 4
ProgressiveWeb Apps with Angular

Udemy
2021 // Bogotá, CO
Complete React Developer (w/Redux, Hooks,
GraphQL)

Projects

Crypto June
App built with React Native using the CoinGecko
API to empower users to keep an eye on their
favorite coins and crypto prices.

PonsdHive
Minimal website created using Next js, Prisma and
Nexus to simplify port communication and
coordination, digital ordering, invoicing andmore.
No config needed.
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